Solution Brief
Silu Teams up with Intel to Create Pipeline
Welding Robots, Enabling Machine Vision-based
Smart Welding Path Planning

Overview
Metal pipelines, as special facilities to transport various media (such as water, oil, and natural gas),
are commonly used in many industries, such as petroleum, chemical, electricity, and municipal
engineering. To help users improve the efficiency of pipe welding and reduce cost, Shaanxi
Silu Robotic Intelligent Manufacturing Research Institute Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as
“Silu”) adopted Intel® RealSense™ technology and Intel® Edge Insights for Industrial (Intel® EII)
platform to create an automatic pipe seam welding solution. By delivering computer vision-based
automatic planning of welding paths, this solution helps to implement automatic welding, reduce
labor cost, and improve welding quality.

Challenge: How to improve pipeline welding efficiency and reduce cost
"Thanks to Intel products and
technologies such as Intel® EII
platform and Intel® RealSense™
depth camera, we have made
pipeline welding smarter and
more automated, promoted
welding quality control, and
alleviated potential risks
brought by the shortage of
welders. On this basis, we are
also able to explore other use
cases for robots and controllers,
helping users improve their
manufacturing and accelerate
the evolution to intelligent
manufacturing."
– Silu

Metal pipeline welding has very high requirements for the welding process, and traditionally
relies on welders. However, traditional manual welding has shown obvious limitations as users
in petroleum, chemical, electricity, municipal engineering and other industries continue to raise
their requirements for efficiency, quality and cost-effectiveness of pipeline engineering, and as
market competition becomes increasingly fierce.
First of all, the modern technique-based pipeline welding involves more complicated welding
process and thus requires a large number of skilled welders, but the current welding market is
generally short of skilled welders. According to the data from China’s 100 most in-demand Jobs
in Q2 2020 1, welders rank the eighth. In the next ten years, the shortage of skilled welders will
continue to worsen, which may lead to business losses, delivery delay, and lower engineering
quality.
Secondly, Manual welding is not only inefficient, but has low chances of efficiency improvement
due to factors such as physical burnout and shifts. In addition, different pipelines require different
welding processes and materials, as well as on-demand optimization and adjustment from time
to time, which means that enterprises have to spend a lot of time and money in the recruitment
and training of welders.
Thirdly, the pipes welded by different welders, even by the same welder at different times, are
somewhat different. This makes it difficult to maintain consistent welding quality, and quality
defects may occur, thereby hindering the standardization of pipeline engineering, and bringing
certain quality risks.
In this context, it is crucial to deploy welding robots equipped with computer vision and
automatic control technologies to realize automated and intelligent welding. Generally speaking,
a welding robot comprises welding apparatus, control device, and sensor. It generally applies the
"weld seam tracking" technology, using sensors to track weld seams automatically, and correcting
position offset caused by processing error, setting error or dynamic error of target work pieces to
ensure welding quality2. In addition, welding robots also need to plan the welding paths to meet
relevant quality indicators.
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Compared with welders, welding robots deliver higher welding
efficiency, accuracy, and quality consistency. They can work 24*7
without interruption, constantly offering high-speed and stable welding
capabilities, thereby significantly improving welding efficiency and
saving labor cost. In addition, automated welding can avoid problems
such as human negligence and fatigue, and thus improve welding
quality. These advantages make widespread application of welding
robots an inevitable trend in industrial development.

Solution: Intel® architecture-based Silu welding
robots facilitate pipeline welding
To address the above-mentioned challenges, Silu cooperated with
Intel to launch a pipeline welding robot solution, which comprises
vision sensors (including industrial camera, Intel® RealSense™ depth
camera, and laser camera), robot control device, industrial controller,
and welding controller (see Figure 1). Among these components,
Intel® RealSense™ depth camera captures the position of pipe seam,
accesses and processes depth vision information from RGB images,
and provides data support for welding robots to plan the welding
paths.

Algorithm development and optimization is of vital importance to
weld seam tracking and path planning. However, different welding
objects have different characteristics and needs, while welding robots
also vary in welding apparatuses and control devices. Therefore,
purpose-specific software and algorithms need to be developed,
costing a lot of development resources of enterprises and extending
the time to market of welding robots.
To accelerate the implementation of pipeline welding algorithms,
Silu adopted Intel® EII platform to build this solution (the architecture
is shown in Figure 2). Intel® EII platform is a production-validated
enabling software stack to securely ingest, analyze, and store
video and time series data at the edge. As an open and flexible
microservices architecture, Intel® EII platform comprises a set of
pre-integrated ingredients optimized for Intel® hardware. Its Docker
container modules enable data ingestion, storage, and real-time
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Figure 2. Architecture of Silu pipeline welding robot solution
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Figure 1. Main components of Silu pipeline welding robot
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analytics for both time-series and video data, as well as the ability to
act on these insights by sending downstream commands to tools or
devices allowing closed-loop control.
Intel® EII platform comprises Intel® processors, Intel® Movidius™
Vision Processing Units (VPUs), and the OpenVINO™ toolkit, which
offer powerful computing support for workloads such as video data
analytics and deep learning applications. Specifically speaking, The
OpenVINO™ toolkit supports algorithm optimization, improves AI and
deep learning efficiency, and helps factories securely ingest, store,
and analyze time series and video data at the edge in real time, so as
to quickly deploy AI and boost operation and production efficiency of
factories.
Intel® EII platform enables Silu to develop its own analytics algorithms
and data ingestion plugins for data collection, storage and inference.

With the support of this platform, Silu can focus on the development
of upper-level applications, thereby significantly accelerating
application development, optimizing robot efficiency, and improving
the deployment speed of welding robots in practice.
Both the welding controller and the industrial controller in this
solution adopted Intel® Core™ processors. Intel® Core™ processors
feature excellent performance and the adaptability to different
operating systems, meet various workload requirements, and
provide users with a wide range of options of product performance.
In addition, the low power, high cost performance, security, and
reliability of Intel® Core™ processors empower Silu welding controller
and industrial controller to meet related data computing and storage
needs of welding applications, and ensure reliable and stable
operation of welding robots.

Results: Provide efficient and smart welding capability for pipeline welding
Silu pipeline welding robot solution based on Intel® architecture has been widely applied in actual industry scenarios and
seen outstanding results:
◆◆ Shorter

implementation time of algorithms: Intel® EII platform
opens up the link of data collection, storage, analysis and
visualization. Silu can directly use the basic modules provided
by the platform, so as to save time and resources for underlying
application development, and focus on upper-level application
development. Intel® EII platform shortens the development cycle
of welding robot solution and accelerates the time to market.

◆◆ Lower TCO of pipeline welding system: Compared with manual

welding, Silu welding robot solution enables standard and

automated welding, not only solving the challenges brought by
the shortage of skilled welders and improving welding efficiency,
but reducing the cost of welder recruitment, training, and
remuneration to improve the ROI.
◆ ◆ Improved

welding quality and consistent welding quality:
Intel® RealSense™ depth camera empowers Silu welding robot
to obtain visual depth data, so that the robot can reasonably
plan the welding path according to the actual situation of weld
seams, and thus improve the consistency of welding quality.

Figure 3. Silu welding robots
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Outlook: Accelerate welding robot innovation and quickly enter the era of intelligent manufacturing
In addition to path planning and automatic control of welding robots,
Silu is planning to cooperate with Intel more extensively. For example,
the two sides will jointly promote the innovation and optimization of
deep learning algorithms based on the OpenVINO™ toolkit, and run
depth vision applications on Intel® processor-based infrastructure,
in order to detect surface defects of welding objects and promote
inspection automation and intelligence.

With leading end-to-end products and solutions, Intel will team up
with partners to create smart industrial solutions, using computer
and machine vision, robotics, and powerful data analytics to
transform raw data into near-real-time insights. In these solutions,
Intel will offer outstanding connectivity, reliability, security and
manageability, helping users accelerate their pace to the era of datadriven intelligent manufacturing, and gain greater competitive edges.

About Silu
Shaanxi Silu Robotic Intelligent Manufacturing Research Institute Co., Ltd. is a technological company specializing in the research and
development of intelligent robots. It is the only company in the industrial and intelligent robot field that is selected for the "Sanqin
Scholars" innovation team of Shaanxi Province, and also the company that runs Shaanxi Intelligent Robot Innovation Center. The
company's intelligent robots are equipped with the independently developed WOS software system, and able to effectively meet
the needs of intelligent transformation of discrete manufacturing industries such as ship, maritime engineering equipment, pressure
vessel, and petroleum machinery. Silu intelligent pipeline welding robots have passed the certification of China Classification Society
with technical indicators far exceeding those of competitors.

About Intel
Intel (Nasdaq: INTC) is an industry leader, creating world-changing technology that enables global progress and enriches lives. Inspired by
Moore’s Law, we continuously work to advance the design and manufacturing of semiconductors to help address our customers’ greatest
challenges. By embedding intelligence in the cloud, network, edge and every kind of computing device, we unleash the potential of data to
transform business and society for the better. To learn more about Intel’s innovations, go to newsroom.intel.com and intel.com.
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